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№ Party Lines Action Current Text Proposed Amendment CAS decision
1 GroenLinks 10-12 add against entire groups, all that has against entire groups drought attributed

to climate change, all that has
Accepted as amended: Human rights
violations that went unpunished,
kleptocratic authoritarian regimes,
unfair economic development,
impacts of climate change, notably
droughts, pervasive corruption,
sectarianism, political and religious
extremism, marginalisation and
discrimination against entire groups,
all that has contributed to the toxic
mix that is visible today. 

2 FYEG 14 replace European countries supported
regional dictatorships

European colonialism, decolonisation
processes and current geopolitical
strategies of the European countries,
especially through the arms trade, have
supported regional dictatorships

Accepted as amended: There has
also been a long history of
dependency, external manipulation
and geopolitical intervention from
different powers. ... After decades of
destructive colonialism, European
countries have supported regional
dictatorships and authoritarian
regimes for many years, and they still
do for example in the Saudi, Qatari
and Bahraini cases.

3 FYEG 18 add Three years after… More than three years after… Accepted

Compromise amendments as agreed at CAS -  Draft Position Paper on events in the wider Middle East
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4 GPEW 18-20 add … Muslim Brotherhood, have failed
politically, while secular and
progressive forces have mostly … 

… Muslim Brotherhood, have failed
politically, while secular and progressive
forces have mostly, with the exception of
Rojava, …

Accepted as amended: More than
three years after the hopes and
dreams of the Arab Spring, political
Islamic movements, notably the
Muslim Brotherhood, have failed
politically, while secular and
progressive forces have mostly been
unable to establish themselves as
credible alternatives, except for a
few examples like Tunisia or Rojava
(Kurdish enclaves in Syria) which
give reason for hope.

5 FYEG 20 replace Against this dark picture, the
remarkable, albeit fragile, progress
made by Tunisia.

Against this negative picture, the
remarkable, albeit fragile, progress made
by Tunisia.

Accepted

6 FYEG 24 add “ … but as different European
Member States have a long…”

“ … but as different European Union
Member States have a long…”

Accepted

FYEG add

EELV add

8 FYEG 33-34 delete Egypt, the traditional leader of the
Arab region, tumbles between
Islamic movements and a military
dictatorship that brutally represses
its opponents, but cannot control
terrorist groups.

Egypt tumbles between Islamic
movements and a military dictatorship
that brutally represses its opponents, but
cannot control terrorist groups.

Accepted

25-277 ...legacy of economic and political
meddling in the region, including
military interventions, while others
have ....

...legacy of economic and political
meddling in the region, including military
interventions and arms trade, while others
have ....

Accepted
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9 EELV 36 add after
"past."

Notwithstanding UN resolutions the
continuing Israeli occupation of Palestinian
territories has nearly reached a point of
no return.

Withdrawn in favour of revised text
in lines 115-116: In contravention of
UN resolutions the continuing
Israeli occupation, in particular the
settlement policy that is being put in
place, is creating facts on the ground
that tend to make the prospects of a
two-state solution more and more
remote. 

10 Groen 40 add after
"state."

The Iraqi government has contributed to
this situation by banning Sunni from
political life for years, thereby providing
fertile ground for sectarian violence.
Constructive dialogue with Iraq is
necessary to provide Sunni with peaceful
alternatives for influencing policy and, thus,
avoiding their radicalization.

Accepted as amended: The former
Iraqi government has contributed to
this situation by marginalising Sunnis
for years, thereby providing fertile
ground for sectarian violence. The
new Government needs to radically
reverse course towards an inclusive
policy that allows the different
ethnic groups in Iraq to bring their
political influence to bear in a
peaceful way, avoiding further
radicalism and fighting the expansion
of IS.

FYEG delete
EELV delete

42-45 Turkey on the one hand is striving
to cope with the strain of helping
the great influx of refugees whereas 
on the other hand its citizens
experience a degeneration of their
democracy under a President who
sees Putin as his idol.

Turkey on the one hand is striving to cope
with the strain of helping the great influx
of refugees whereas on the other hand its
citizens experience a degeneration of
their democracy.

11 Accepted
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12 Finnish 
Greens

42-44 replace Turkey on the one hand is striving
to cope with the strain of helping
the great influx of refugees whereas 
on the other hand its citizens
experience a degeneration of their
democracy… 

Turkey is under the strain of the great
influx of refugees but is also hindering the
effective work of humanitarian aid
organizations.At the same time its citizens
experience a degeneration of their
democracy… 

Accepted as amended: Turkey is
under the strain of the great influx
of refugees.While Turkey has done a
tremendous job by letting in almost
2 million people, improvements
need to be done, notably letting
humanitarian aid organisations help
refugees. The citizens of Turkey are
experiencing a degradation of
democracy...

13 EELV 46 add after
"conflicts"

Against the backdrop of the on-going
struggle between Saudi Arabia and Iran
about the leadership in the region, the
issue of finding a compromise with the
repressive ...

Accepted as amended: Against the
backdrop of the on-going struggle
between Saudi Arabia and Iran about
the influence in the region, the issue
of finding a compromise with the
repressive …

14 EELV 55 add after
"answers"

Already its policy is seen as an
unconditional support of Israel, creating
resentment in the Arab world. 

Withdrawn

15 FYEG 59-60 delete The first and most pre-eminent
responsibility for European leaders
and European societies is to help
the hundreds of thousands, the
millions of refugees.

The first and most pre-eminent
responsibility for European leaders and
European societies is to help the the
millions of refugees.

Accepted

16 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

62 delete Sweden has opened its borders and
accepted at least 60.000 refugees
from the region so far.

Sweden has accepted at least 60.000
refugees from the region so far.

Accepted
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18 Groen 73 add Greens therefore urge EU Member
States and the European
Commission to significantly and
immediately increase funds
available.

Greens therefore urge EU Member States
and the European Commission to
significantly and immediately increase
funds available for relief of the precarious
situation of displaced persons/refugees in
these countries.

Accepted

19 Finnish 
Greens

73 add after
the 
paragraph

… and resolve all in all the payment crisis
of European humanitarian aid.

Accepted as amended:… and
resolve once and for all the payment
crisis of European humanitarian aid.

21 FYEG 75-76 replace We Greens welcome the appeal
that Pope Francis I made when he
visited Lampedusa. Europe must
open its doors much more to the
refugees and treat them as the
human beings they are.

We Greens demand that Europe must
open its doors much more to the refugees
and treat them as the human beings they
are.

Withdrawn in favour of AM 20
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20 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

75-79 replace We Greens welcome the appeal
that Pope Francis I made when he
visited Lampedusa. Europe must
open its doors much more to the
refugees and treat them as the
human beings they are. We want
European solidarity in dealing with
this issue.There must be more legal
ways of migrating to Europe.
We insist on re-direction of the
mission of Frontex towards
rescuing people at sea, opening of
humanitarian corridors and
revision of the Dublin Regulation
system.

We Greens welcome the rescue
operation Mare Nostrum and ask for its
continuation. Member States need to
support this mission that has saved
thousands of lives in the past year. Europe
must open its doors to refugees and treat
them as the human beings in need of
protection that they are. There must be
legal ways to enter Europe in order to
look for international protection as well as 
legal ways to migrate to Europe.We need
more solidarity in dealing with the
reception of refugees and handling their
asylum claim.The Dublin regulation needs
to be reformed urgently.

17 Alternattiva 
Demokratica 
- the Green
Party

71-72 add Europe must help also those
countries that bear the biggest
burden with regard to the middle-
east refugee crisis ...

Europe must not only show solidarity and
share the responsibility with those EU
member countries like Italy, Greece and
Malta that are the border countries
receiving Sub-Saharian migrants departing
from Libya and displaced migrants from
Syria but must also help also those
countries that bear the biggest burden
with regard to the middle-east refugee
crisis...

Accepted as amended: We Greens
welcomed the Italian rescue
operation Mare Nostrum that has
saved thousands of lives and object
to the decision of the Italian
government to end it. The Frontex
operation Triton, aimed at protecting
the borders rather than people
cannot replace Mare Nostrum.
Instead of Frontex, we need a
European effort to rescue people,
supported by all Member States and
a completely different border
regime, based on Human Rights.
Europe must open its doors to
refugees and treat them as
human beings in need of protection.
There must be legal and safe ways
to enter Europe in order to look for
international protection as well as
legal ways to migrate to Europe.We
need more solidarity in dealing with
the reception of refugees and
handling their asylum claim. We
cannot leave the southern countries
like Malta or Italy alone with this
task. The Dublin regulation needs to
be reformed urgently to ensure
solidarity and to put the needs of
the refugees at the forefront.
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22 FYEG 77-79 replace There must be more legal ways of
migrating to Europe. We insist on
redirection of the mission of
Frontex towards rescuing people at
sea, opening of humanitarian
corridors and revision of the
Dublin Regulation system.

The EU and its Member States must
establish legal and safe ways for refugees
to enter the EU. The EU-border defense
agency Frontex needs to be abolished and
replaced by an agency that is mandated to
save lives of migrants and bring them to
safe harbours.

23 Groen 79 add We insist on re-direction of the
mission of Frontex towards
rescuing people at sea, opening of
humanitarian corridors and
revision of the Dublin Regulation
system.

We insist on re-direction of the mission of
Frontex towards rescuing people at sea,
opening of humanitarian corridors and
revision of the Dublin Regulation system,
as well as introducing more flexible visa
for Syrian refugees who cannot follow the
standard procedures due to mayhem in
their own country.We also encourage the
EU to set for itself a goal of accepting
20.000 resettlers on a yearly basis.

Accepted as amended: We insist on
re-direction of the mission of
Frontex towards rescuing people at
sea, opening of humanitarian
corridors and revision of the Dublin
Regulation system, as well as
introducing more humanitarian visas
for refugees.We also encourage the
EU to dramatically increase the
number of resettlers it accepts
annually.

24 Die Grünen 83 add after
"countries
"

Although we entirely oppose military and
civil use of nuclear technology and we
massively criticise the drastic human rights
violations in Iran, [w]e do hope that ...

25 EELV 89-90 add after
"Confere
nce"

We support the aim of holding this
conference before the 2015 Non
Proliferation Treaty Review Conference. As 
its ultimate goal should be to arrive at a
nuclear free Middle East.

26 FYEG 89-90 add We support the aim of holding this
conference before the 2015 Non
Proliferation Treaty Review
Conference.

“ before the 2015 Non proliferation Treaty 
review conference, which should include
as a final objective to reach a nuclear free
Middle East.

Accepted as amended: We Greens
welcomed the Italian rescue
operation Mare Nostrum that has
saved thousands of lives and object
to the decision of the Italian
government to end it. The Frontex
operation Triton, aimed at protecting
the borders rather than people
cannot replace Mare Nostrum.
Instead of Frontex, we need a
European effort to rescue people,
supported by all Member States and
a completely different border
regime, based on Human Rights.
Europe must open its doors to
refugees and treat them as
human beings in need of protection.
There must be legal and safe ways
to enter Europe in order to look for
international protection as well as
legal ways to migrate to Europe.We
need more solidarity in dealing with
the reception of refugees and
handling their asylum claim. We
cannot leave the southern countries
like Malta or Italy alone with this
task. The Dublin regulation needs to
be reformed urgently to ensure
solidarity and to put the needs of
the refugees at the forefront.

Accepted as amended: As a matter
of principle we entirely oppose
military and civil use of nuclear
power.We also strongly criticise the
severe human rights violations in
Iran. In the interest of de-escalation
we nevertheless do hope that the
negotiations... 
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29 EELV 95 add By including Iran, the peacetalks might
support the more moderate Iranian
government as well as the democratic
forces in Iran itself.

Withdrawn

30 Cyprus 
Green Party

98-99 add Under the impact of negative
leadership and negative public
opinion from countries like
Germany,
France or Austria the accession
negotiations with Turkey have been
all but hollowed out.

Under the impact of negative leadership
and negative public opinion from countries
like Germany,
France or Austria, and political decisions
made by Turkey itself, the accession
negotiations with Turkey have been all but
hollowed out.

Accepted as amended: "Under the
impact of negative leadership and
negative public opinion from
countries like Germany, France or
Austria, and political decisions made
by Turkish government itself, the
accession negotiations with Turkey
have been all but hollowed out."

31 Die Grünen 98-107 replace Under the impact of negative
leadership and negative public
opinion from countries like
Germany, France or Austria the
accession negotiations with Turkey
have been all but hollowed out.The
talks are to turn their back on the
values that Europe stands for and
to venture towards
authoritarianism and excessive
ambitions of regional leadership.
The EU and Turkey should make
every effort to get the accession
negotiations going again in a
meaningful way. Greens continue to
uphold a Turkish EU accession
perspective under the Copenhagen
criteria.

During the events in the wider middle
east, the Turkish government has – from a
European point of view - chosen notably
negative political role. The dramatic
developments and the closing of borders
against Kobane under terrorist attacks by
IS, highlighted the unilateral path of the
Turkish government. They seem to
support every remedy against the regime
in Damascus, even genocide. This policy
has also endangered the peace-process
with PKK. 
The current Turkish government has
shown authoritarian measures, like going
violently against peaceful civil society
protest, like putting dozens of journalists
into jail, and it wants a powerful role in
the region as a leading Sunnis nation. 

Withdrawn
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32 Die Grünen 107 add We demand from the turkish
governmend:1) The full respect of
fundamental rights and the rule of law in
Turkey and importance of respect and
acceptance of civil society organisations
and NGOs; 2) a clear dividing line from IS
and their terrorist approach; 3) a reliable
progress concerning the Turkish-Kurdish
peace process, otherwise we demand to
reconsider accession negotiations.

Accepted as amended: We demand
from the turkish government:1) The
full respect of fundamental rights
and the rule of law in Turkey and
importance of respect and
acceptance of civil society
organisations and NGOs; 2) to
cease any support for IS or other
militant islamist groups from their
territory; 3) a reliable progress
concerning the Turkish-Kurdish
peace process.

33 EELV 99-100 delete France or Austria the accession
negotiations with Turkey have been
all but hollowed out. The talks are
mostly empty. 

France or Austria the accession
negotiations with Turkey have been all but
hollowed out. 

Accepted

34 EELV 100 delete This has made it easier for the
Erdogan/Davutoğlu school of
thinking in Turkish politics

This has made it easier for a school of
thinking in Turkish politics

Accepted as amended: This has
made it easier for the government
to turn their back ….

35 GPEW 107 add a new
sentence

The Turkish government's hostility to
Rojava and the Kurdish population of
Turkey is increasing problematic. Turkey
must negotiate with the Kurds, recognize
Rojava and cease to close their border to
Syria from those supporting Rojava.

Accepted as amended: The Turkish
government's hostility to Rojava and
the Kurdish population of Turkey is
increasing problematic. Turkey must
negotiate with the Kurds and cease
to close their border to Syria from
those supporting Rojava.
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36 Cyprus 
Green Party

107 add Greens continue to uphold a
Turkish EU accession perspective
under the Copenhagen criteria.

Greens continue to uphold a Turkish EU
accession perspective under the
Copenhagen criteria and the Ankara
Agreement, as amended in 2005, and calls
upon Turkey to respect the sovereign
rights of all of the EU's member states and
normalise its relationship with the
Republic of Cyprus, in order to pave the
way for full membership.

Accepted as amended: Greens
continue to uphold a Turkish EU
accession perspective under the
Copenhagen criteria and the Ankara
Agreement.

37 FYEG 109-
136

replace “ Palestine/ Palestinian Territories" “Occupied Palestinian Territories” Withdrawn

39 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

114 replace He clearly stated that his
government had no intention
whatsoever to pursue that goal.

Accepted as amended: He clearly
stated that he had no intention
whatsoever to pursue that goal.

43 EELV 127 add ... and their other neighbours. .... and their other neighbours, e.g. the
Ramallah government has proven its
capacity to carry out economic reforms.

Accepted

44 EELV 128 add after
"voice"

This will constitute a significant step
forwards to the peace process in the
region.

Accepted
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45 Finnish 
Greens

134 add after
"citizens".

Israel has prohibited the return of 4,4
million U.N. registered Palestinian refugees
to their homes, simultaneously allowing
the acquisition of the Palestine lands and
their water resources to inhabit
immigrants in illegal settlements. We
therefore propose the EU to develop an
effective economic sanctions policy to
engourage the state of Israel to secure the
return of the refugees to their home areas
and to stop the rapid fragmentation of
their historical homelands and the
exploitation of their resources by illegal
settlements. Greens do not accept any
racial, ethnic or religious discrimination of
minority groups or the forced aqcuisition
of their property or vital resources.

Accepted as amended: We are
concerned by the fate of the
Palestinian refugees.We support the
implementation of the right to
return as an integral part of a
negotiated peace solution. Greens
do not accept any racial, ethnic or
religious discrimination of minority
groups or the forced acquisition of
their property or vital resources.

46 Finnish 
Greens

134 add after
"citizens".

EU should urge Israel to compensate the
Palestinian infrastructure funded by EU
and destructed by Israel.

Accepted as amended: The Greens
are concerned that EU - funded
development projects have been
destroyed by the Israeli offensive.
Once assessed, we call on the EU to
look into securing compensation for
the damage.

47 GroenLinks 134-
135

replace Greens will continue to remind
Israel that as the occupying power
it has a particular responsibility to
comply with international law, …

The EU should suspend the Association
Agreement with Israel as long as Israel
does not comply with international law …

Withdrawn in favour of the AM 49
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49 Groen 136 add a new
sentence

More specifically, we insist that the EU-
Israeli association agreements should be
revisited, and that clear conditions should
be identified with regards to the human
rights violations in Gaza, the occupation of
Palestine territories, and the destruction
of – EU-funded – civil infrastructure in the
Palestinian territories.

Accepted

50 EELV 136 add a new
sentence

In accordance with the wish of the
European Parliament expressed in 2002,
the Greens demand that the Association
Agreement between Israel and the EU be
suspended until Israel does respect human
rights and international law.

Withdrawn in favour of the AM 49

51 EELV 139 add Civil society is under maximum
pressure in many countries in the
Middle East. In Egypt and Libya they

Civil society is under maximum pressure
in many countries in the Middle East. In
Egypt, Libya, Syria, Irak and Iran, as well as
in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states, they

Withdrawn

52 EELV 141 replace ... rebalancing of power inside both
countries.

... rebalancing of power inside these
countries. 

the Committee withdraws the
sentence
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53 Groen 144-
146

add We also want the EU member
States, the European External
Action Service and the European
Commission to significantly and
urgently increase funds available for
civil society-based programmes and
initiatives.

We also want the EU member States, the
European External Action Service and the
European Commission to significantly and
urgently increase funds available for civil
society-based programmes and initiatives
and to speak out in unison when civil
society organizations are threatened or
under pressure.

Accepted as amended: We also
want the EU member States, the
European External Action Service
and the European Commission to
significantly and urgently increase
funds available for civil society-based
programmes and initiatives and to
speak out in unison when civil
society organizations and human
rights defenders are threatened or
under pressure.

54 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

151 replace "stability" "equity" Accepted

55 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

151 add … respect of human rights and
gender,… 

… respect of human rights and gender
equality,… 

Accepted

56 Finnish 
Greens

154 replace There are no military solutions There are no lasting military solutions Withdrawn

57 EELV 155 add In Syria as in Iraq the goal of a
peaceful co-existence of all citizens,
regardless of their religion cannot
be .....

In Syria as in Iraq the goal of a peaceful co-
existence of all citizens, regardless of their
religion, ethnic origins or sexual
preferences cannot be  ...

Accepted as amended: In Syria as in
Iraq the goal of a peaceful co-
existence of all citizens, regardless of
the minority status cannot be  ...
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58 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

156-
157

add We sympathise with the fate of the
religious minorities in Iraq and
Syria and with the fight of the
Kurdish people for their future.

We sympathise with the fate of the
religious minorities and everybody else
oppressed by IS in Iraq and Syria and with
the fight of the Kurdish people for their
future.

59 EELV 156-
157

replace We sympathise with the fate of the
religious minorities in Iraq and
Syria and with the fight of the
Kurdish people for their future. 

We Greens make common cause with all
those opposing oppression, and fighting
for liberty, democracy and peace.

60 FYEG 156-
157

replace We sympathise with the fate of the
religious minorities in Iraq and
Syria and with the fight of the
Kurdish people for their future.

We support all oppressed minorities
fighting against any kind of oppression and
in favour of peaceful and democratic
principles.

61 GPEW 158-
159

add … the Kurdish Peshmerga …  … the YPG of Kurdish Rojava… Accepted as amended: … the
Kurdish Peshmerga and the YPG of
Kurdish Rojava… 

62 Finnish 
Greens

159 replace Peshmerga, whose resistance
against IS we admire...

Peshmerga, resisting against IS... Accepted

Accepted as amended: We support
religious minorities and everybody
else oppressed in Iraq and Syria
together with the fight of the
Kurdish people for their future and
all those opposing oppression, and
fighting for liberty, democracy and
peace. 
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64 GPEW 160 add after
"forces."

The European Green Party celebrates the
example of Rojava as a non sectarian,
ecological and feminist alternative, we call
on all Green Party members in Europe to
learn more about Rojava and to provide
practical solidarity in its struggle against
ISIS.

Accepted as amended: We intend to
learn more about Rojava and its
progress towards a non-sectarian,
ecological and feminist alternative
and will show solidarity with them.

65 EELV 163 add ... Qatar and Turkey of extremist
Sunni groups in the ongoing conflict 
should not be underestimated in
.....

... Qatar and Turkey of extremist Sunni
and Chi’ite groups in the ongoing conflict
should not be underestimated in .....

Withdrawn

66 Groen 166-
168

add To that end we want our
governments to invest much more
effort in identifying and promoting
possible political solutions in the
framework of the United Nations.

To that end we want our governments to
invest much more effort in identifying and
promoting possible political solutions in
the framework of the United Nations, and
to invest in peace initiatives and in the
support of peace activists from civil
society.

67 FYEG 168 add The development of a common and
comprehensive security structure can be
an idea to change the escalating dynamics
in the region.

68 EELV 171 add We Greens demand the European Union
to establish a coherent foreign policy able
to prevent conflicts all over the world,
especially in the Middle East.

Accepted as amended: We Greens
demand the European Union to
develop a coherent foreign and
security policy in favour of conflict
prevention.

Accepted as amended: To that end
we want our governments to invest
much more effort in identifying and
promoting possible political
solutions in the framework of the
United Nations, and to invest in
peace initiatives in the support of
peace activists from civil society as
well as into the development of a
common and comprehensive
security structure for the region. 


